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Standardising Modular

0.0
INTRODUCTION

Presentation outline
• To provide an overview of current state of the art 

in Modular Construction

• Discuss benefits of modular construction

• Look at the drivers behind the need for 

standardisation

• Explain how standardisation can support sustained 

and sustainable growth in use of modular systems

• Why PAS 1025 is the right vehicle to enable 

standardisation

• Case Studies

• Q&A
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Richard Harral – Technical Director
Chartered Association of Building Engineers

• CABE 

• Professional membership organisation for building 

engineering professionals – our objectives are:

• To encourage and facilitate co-operation between the 

construction professions

• To promote and advance the knowledge, study and 

practice of each and all of the arts and sciences 

concerned with building technology, planning, design, 

construction, maintenance and repair of built 

environment and the creation and maintenance of a high 

standard of professional qualification, conduct and 

practice.
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Drivers for change – Modernise or Die
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Construction sector deal
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Housing supply and demand

“ Government has a stated ambition to  

increase housing supply to

300,000
net additions per annum on average”
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Hackitt Review – Final Report

• New regulatory regime for High Risk Buildings

• New duty holding obligations for building 

owners

• New maintenance and management 

obligations

• New competency requirements

• New requirements for ‘Golden Thread’ of 

information sustaining building knowledge 

throughout building life cycle

• Need for improved Quality Assurance of 

construction work
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Benefits of Switching to Modular construction

Speed and Cost

• Faster delivery on site

• Reduced exposure to unpredictable weather

• Improved cost certainty

• Faster delivery reduces site costs and prelims

• Quicker return on investment

• Greater programme certainty reduces risk

Environmental

• Reduced use of materials and energy

• Lower levels embodied carbon

• Predictable environmental performance

• Achievable higher energy efficiency

• Reduced energy in use

• Reduced local environmental pollution

• Reduced movement to site – lower transport impact

Welfare

• Improved health and safety through project lifecycle and 

in use

• Improved working conditions – better retention 

Productivity, quality and choice

• Reduced need for on-site labour

• Improved quality control ensures performance of critical 

elements e.g. fire safety

• Reduced management and coordination workload

• Enables culture of continuous improvement

• Support repeat working – builds partnerships

• Capacity for just in time commissioning

• Easier building management and maintenance

• Improved data management and building information

• Reduced defects

• Options for pre-commissioning and testing offsite
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Key benefits to building operators / 1

Certainty of construction

• Built as specified – low or no product substitution

• Built as arranged – high degree of accuracy of 

records

• Offsite commissioning and testing drives improved 

services efficiency and reliability

• Reduced building defects due to factory quality 

control

• Performs closer to specification

Better data

• As built drawings mean as built

• Better supply chain management makes maintenance 

and replacement easier

• Greater accountability for failure or defects
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Key benefits to building operators / 2

Post Occupancy Evaluation / soft landings

• POE feedback value increased for repeat clients

• Repeatable performance of modular enables lessons 

learnt to be captured effectively.

• Enables benchmarking of performance

• Improved data enables source of defects and 

problems in use to be resolved at lower cost and 

more effectively

Advanced Product quality planning

• Modular opens up opportunities for new value add 

process

• APQP – car industry origins, focused on client 

satisfaction

Five Key phases

• Planning and programme definition

• Product design and development

• Designing process for product manufacture

• Validate process and product

• Launch, assess, continually improve

Manufacturing mindset and culture

• Culture of continuous improvement

• Capability to learn and improve

• Benefits returned to client
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So WHY isn’t 

everybody doing 

this already?
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There are complex issues with growing an efficient offsite 

manufacturing sector:

• Economic cycles and investment

• Fixed overheads

• Confidence in capturing benefits

• Confidence in knowing how to procure offsite modular 

with confidence

• A difficult feedback loop

• Low market capitalisation of manufacturers size of project 

versus size manufacturer

We have been looking at:

• Why this is (what is the problem?); and,

• What to do about it
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Key Client side Barriers

Scale and critical mass

• Lack of volume commissioning by large scale developers

• Lack of consistent and predictable commissioning pipeline

Client knowledge and confidence

• Lack of familiarity / confidence in how to commission 

modular

• Need for high degree confidence in supply capability

• Unwilling to commit to single suppliers

• Uncertainty around warranty transfer mechanisms

• Difficulty managing uncertainty (planning) with 

manufacturing pipeline

• Understanding of comparative quality and durability

• Nervousness about imported system QA
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Key Client side Barriers

Finance and cost

• Finance required earlier in investment cycle –

unfamiliar spending profile

• Potentially higher finance cost because of 

perception of risk

• Mortgage markets and availability

• Demonstrating value for money at procurement 

stage through better evidence of benefits

• Familiarity of client and procurement 

professionals

• Different ownership transfer mechanisms and 

payment

Insurance and risk

• Chain of ownership insurance requires different 

approach to valuation and management process 

• Insurers need to improve understanding of how to 

mange risk – and that risk may be lower
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Key industry side Barriers

Realising economies of scale

• Need steady growth in demand to support investment in 

capacity whilst maintaining quality

• Need continuity of demand to capture increased 

productivity

Structural issues

• Strategic leadership and collaboration counterintuitive 

Client custom and practice of late changes 

• Absorption rates narrow market likely to benefit most from 

offsite

• Challenge of moving away from diversified supply chain 

model

• Need for alternative contractual mechanisms

Economic

• Fixed costs (factory, direct staff cost) increase exposure to 

economic cycle

• Investment cost can be a barrier to entry for new entrants

• Still building confidence in warranty sector
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Key industry side Barriers

Permissions

• Planning conditions unfavourable to modular / offsite e.g. local labour

• Need to revise planning permission to suit modular reduces speed benefits

• Planning uncertainty impacts on programmed factory throughput

• Lack of optimisation pre-planning reduces benefits of Modular

• Different approach needed to building control sign off

Standardisation

• Lack of standardised approach to commissioning

• Culture of late changes rather than early decisions works against 

standardisation

• Too much flexibility in demand weakens benefits of manufacturing 

approach

• Need to balance site specific conditions with standard products

• Lack of design team / contractor familiarity with offsite

Construction

• Main contractor delays (enabling or structural) impact on factory 

throughput

• Traditional contractor lack of familiarity with modular / offsite 

construction process
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Key Barriers – sub optimal cycle

In practice these factors combine to create a negative 

cycle:

• Clients are unwilling to commit at inception to use of a 

single modular supply chain (unfamiliarity, single 

supplier concerns) or amend procurement practice

• Briefing, finance and scheme designs emerge from 

planning sub-optimal for modular systems

• Re-design (and potentially planning re-negotiation) 

required which marginalises benefits, particularly speed

• Modular manufacturers struggle to achieve continuity of 

throughput which reduces savings and efficiency

• Lack of production continuity reduces capacity for 

investment

• Harder to maximise benefits for clients

• Modular less attractive to clients mitigating willingness 

to change procurement practice 

Sub-optimal 
procurement

Sub-optimal 
scheme 
design

Reduced or 
lost benefits

Modular less 
attractive

Clients 
unwilling to 

change 
procurement
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“ There is no lack of demand for new sources 

of supply – but there is a lack of 

understanding as to how to engage 

effectively with new supply chains.

We need to improve client competence in 

the procurement cycle so that they can be 

confident  that they will get what they need.

And industry needs to be confident that 

clients will provide continuity in demand to 

make the long term investment in capacity 

that is required”

Summary of issues
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Key Barriers

Most of these key barriers are about                    

confidence
….and are founded in the challenges for all emerging markets of 

how to impart new

knowledge
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User information needs

• Standardised terminology

• Introduction to offsite / modular 

systems

• Planning policy 

• Implications for project programme 

and finance

• Team assembly and responsibilities

• Collaborative behaviour

• Procurement strategies for modular

• Client requirements for modular

• Design parametric for modular systems

• Completion and handover for modular

• Post Occupancy evaluation

• Advanced Product Quality Planning
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How Standardisation can help

Standardising process

• Confidence in good practice

• Reduced errors

• Supports necessary culture change

• Opportunity to address concerns (finance, warranty, 

insurance)

• Early optimisation to enable use of modular

• Maximises opportunity to capture benefits

• Opportunity to learn and improve

Standardising Product

• Scheme commissioning without commitment to single 

supplier

• Diversification of modular system choice available to client

• Improves continuity of manufacture for system suppliers

• Improves market structure to incentivise investment

• Further enables economies of scale; and

• Maximises benefits of manufacturing approach
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Standardised glossary 
of terms and 
definitions

How to use this 
standard

Introduction

Guidance –
procurement 
strategies for 

modular systems

Generic design 
parametrics for 

modular systems

Design rules for 
modular systems

Overview of offsite 
systems and benefits

Informative guidance 
planning, finance and 

warranty
Introduction
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Establishing a virtuous cycle

Procurement 
optimised for 
Modular or
traditional

Flexible scheme 
design

Benefits 
optimised

Modular 
competitiveness 

improved

Clients opt for 
modular
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4.0
FURTHER CASE STUDIES
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